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Introduction
ABSTRACT
The selectioD of an appropriate simulation language can have a profound
impact on the success of a simulation study. The available options range
from domain-specific simulation languages to general-purpose program
ming languages. These languages are often supported by a collection of
tools which form a simulation eystem. Thb paper examines UCLA's
SARA (Systems ARchitects' Apprentice) system and explores its' useful
ness in modeling and simulating a data communications network. Based
on experimental use of SARA's toob, the system b evaluated with
respect to required expertbe, modeling power, as well as measurement
and reporting capability.
Choosing an appropriate language for a simulation study b a complex and difficult task. The
chosen language has a significant impact on the cost of constructing a model, on the cost of executing
the simulation experiments, and on the effectiveness of the study in providing the desired performance
measures. Simulation languages range from highly specialized languages whose scope b rather limited, to
general-purpose programming languages with wider applicability. Special-purpose languages are tailored
to a specific set of users and often require more problem-specific expertbe than general programming ex
pertbe. General-purpose programming languages (e.g. Fortran, PL/I, Simula) are more powerful in the
sense of being able to model more types of systems, but are usually more difficult to use and require a
great deal of programming expertbe. Thb work b intended to evaluate UCLA's SARA (System ARchi
tects' Apprentice) [EstG 78] system to determine where it fits along that spectrum. The evaluation of
SARA b based on a model of a "typical" data communications network which was previously modeled in
other simulation languages (e.g GPSS [GorG 78]).
Section 1 presents an overview of SARA. Thb paper is not intended as a tutorial on SARA, so
readers are referred to |VerM 83a,b] for more detailed information. Section 2 outlines the chosen prob
lem and identifies the desired performance measures. Section 3 presents the SARA model and discusses
the results obtained during simulation. Section 4 draws conclusions about the strengths and weaknesses
of SARA.
1. SARA
The SARA system was developed by a research group at UCLA. The system was ipiplemented
on MIT's Multics system with the objective of supporting the systematic design of hardware and
software. SARA was intended as a design environment taking the user from requirement specification all
the way to implementation. SARA's simulator is only one of a set of toob to be used in evaluating
designs. Consequently, SARA places great emphasb on the sound theoretical foundation of the modeb
(Petri-Net theory), and forces designers to model systems accurately.
SARA supports modeling of computer systems at many leveb of abstraction. SARA dbtin-
guishes between modeling the structure of a system and modeling its behavior. A structural model (us
ing the modeling language SL/l) allows a designer to decompose a system into a collection ofsubsystems
(modules). Structural modules have no type or specific behavior. They are simply empty shelb which
are to house behavioral modeb. Thb de-coupling of structure from behavior offers the possibility of using
multiple behavioral modeb to describe the behavior of a particular component.
The behavioral model currently supported by SARA b the Graph Model of Behavior (GMB)
[VerM 83b]. The GMB b composed of three related modeb: control graph, data graph, and interpreta
tion. The control graph portion of a GMB model describes control flow sequences and b essentially a Pe-
tri Net [PetJ 81] (with some important extensions, see [VerM 82, VerM83a,bj). Control graphs are con
structed using nodes (depicted as circles) which are intended to model events, and arcs which are intend
ed to model precedence conditions among events. Tokens (black circles) on arcs enable the nodes and al
low them to be initiated (modeling the occurrence of events). The flow of tokens across arcs and nodes
modeb the flow of control of the system, as well as contention for shared resources.
In addition to the control graph, the GMB supports the description of data and data processing
through the use ofa data graph and "interpretation" (dataformats smd program segments) modeb. The
data (n°^ph consbts of:
• Controlled processors which are depicted as hexagons and which model the activities which
correspond to events. There b a many to one mapping between nodes and processors.
• Uncontrolled processors which are depicted as triangles and which modeb events which are oc
curring continuously (e.g. combinational hardware).
• Datasets which are depicted as rectangles and squares, and which modeb collections of data.
Dataset queues model queueing of data values.
9 Data arcs which modeb the paths along which data may flow.
These control and data primitives have simple, well-defined semantics. The details of data for
mats, data processing and timing must be described in the interpretation model using a superset of PL/I
(FLIP). As a result, a thorough understanding of PL/I u required in order to construct a model ofany
complexity.
SARA contains toob to support;
1. SL/1 model construction. A textual form of the language b used for input.
2. GMB model construction. A textual form b used to describe GMB modeb and to map them
onto structural modules.
3. Interactive simulation. The simulator supports breakpoints and allows a user to examine and
modify simulation variables (datasets in the GMB modeb).
4. Control-fiow analysb. Since the control graph of the GMB b equivalent to a Petri Net, it can be
exhaustively analyzed for deadlocks and critical traneitione (RazR 80a,b].
5. Storage and retrieval of modeb. A primitive library system has been made available, using Mul-
tics' file system. No general-purpose database management system b currently used.
2. The FVoblem
The problem selected for modeling b a standard store-and-forward packet switched network.
The design parameters being investigated were:
1. Network Topology: three topologies ranging from 3 to 7 nodes were to be explored (see figure 1).
2. Channel capacities: seven separate runs were required to investigate different communication
channel capacities.
3. Nodal Processing capacities: utilization measurements were required to determine if the nodes are
sufficiently powerful.
4. Use of data compression: some of the seven runs were expected to investigate the advantages of
using data compression techniques (50% reduction in message length).
Table I shows bow the design parameters were to be changed during the seven simulation runs.
In order to perform these experiments, the problem statement also provided:
1. Message generation rates
2. Message type dbtribution
3. Message source dbtribution
4. Message routing tables
II
Case 1
Case 2
Case 3
Figure 1. Network Topologies
Table I. Channel Capacities
Data S-S
CO
1
S - CP S - S
Case Run Compr. " Channeb Channeb Channeb Channeb
(kb/s) (kb/s) (kb/s) .(kb/s)
A No 19.2* 40.8 230.4 4.8
B Yes 19.2* 40.8 230.4 4.8
1 C Yes 9.6' 9.6 230.4 4.8
D Yes 9.6 9.6 230.4 9.6
E Yes 9.6 9.6 230.4 4.8
2 Yes 9.6 9.6 230.4 9.6
3 Yes 9.6 9.6 230.4 9.6
5.
Data Compression factor is 50 percent.
All S-S Channels except 4-7, which is 40.8 kb/s.
All S-S Channels except 4-7, which is 19.2 kb/s.
Channel capacities
6. Processing rates
Scenario of Operation
The network consbts of terminab (T-nodes), switches (S-nodes), two processors (P-nodes) and a
single central processor (CP-node). Switches are interconnected by full duplex channeb to form the com
munications subnet. The subnet provides communication facilities between terminab, processors and the
central processor.
Terminab generate data messages and hardcopy dbplay requests. Each data message b destined
for another terminal, with copies sent to one processor and the centra] processor. Hardcopy dbplay re
quests are sent only to the central processor for processing. Hardcopy dbplay requests are answered by
hardcopy output messages.
Each processor generates data messages which are sent to one terminal, the other processor and
the central processor. Processors also generate dbplay requests which are sent and processed by the cen
tral processor. Unlike terminab, processors are capable of requesting graphics as well as hardcopy out
put-
The central processor receives data and display request messages. Display request messages are
processed and sent back to the requesting node as display output messages.
Switches are responsible for performing all the switching in the network based on fixed routing
tables.
Thb otherwise simple scenario is complicated by the fact that messages are partitioned into
packets of no more than 4000 bytes.
Mxlding Issues
The performance of the network was to be evaluated based on the queue length, queueing delay,
storage utilization and processor utilization of each node, and queue length, queueing delay, and utiliza
tion of each channel in the network. In addition, the user-perceived delays were to be measured in terms
of transit times of messages from source to destination. Display message delays were to be measured in
terms of round-trip times. Transit times for each pair of nodes in the network were to be measured.
The model made several simplifying assumptions which were consistent with those made in ear
lier modeling efforts by other authors. This made a comparison of the models possible, although such a
comparison b beyond the scope of thb paper. First, a simplifying assumption was made that all termi-
nab connected to each node can be simulated by one terminal with a higher message generation rate
connected to a channel with a higher bandwidth. Thb assumption was considered reasonable since no
measurements were required for terminab and terminal-to-switch channeb. Secondly, partitioning of mes
sages into packets was not modeled, making the network a message-switched network. Thb simplifying
assumption can lead to erroneous results. Section 3 of the paper discusses how thb aspect of the network
can be modeled more accurately. Finally, storage utilization in each processor was not modeled at all be
cause of diflficulties found in modeling and measuring storage utilization.
Below we dbcuss how that initial model was constructed and how it can be altered to model the
system more accurately and therefore yield additional measurements.
3. The SARA model
The SARA model of the network consbts of a structural model and a set of behavioral modeb.
The structural model b used to describe the topology of the network and to assign names to terminal
clusters (T-nodes), switches (S-nodes), processors (P-nodes), and the central processor (CP-node).
Behavioral modeb are used to describe control-flow, data-flow, data processing, and timing delays.
Figure 2 shows the structural model of the simplest topology involving 3 switches. Modules T3,
T6 and T7 model the three terminal clusters. Modules S3, S6 and S7 model the three switches in the net
work. Modules T-S3, T-S6, and T-S7 model the channeb which connect terminab to switches. Modules
S3-S7, S3-S6, and S6-S7 model the channeb used to connect switches. Modules P8 and P9 represent the
two processors which are connected to switches via modules P8-S and P9-S. Module CP represents the
central processor. Module CP-S represents the channel which connects the central processor to switch
S7.
T3
P8
S3^6
T6 T_S6
S3JS7
P9_S
S6_S7
Message_generator T7 T_S7
CP S7
Environment System
Figure 2. Structural Mode! of 3-Node Network
All the models described above comprise the SYSTEM being modeled. In the ENVIRONMENT
we find a module called MESSAGE_GENERATOR which is responsible for generating data and display-
request messages at the specified rates.
The behavior of each module described above b modeled using the Graph Model of Behavior.
While there are 19 modules in the structural model, only six behavioral modeb are required:
1. A model of the message generator.
2. A model of the CP node.
3. A model of an P node.
4. A model of a T node.
I5. A model of an S node.
6. A model of a channel.
These six behavioral modek are described below and have been parameterized in a way which al
lows them to be modified trivially to map onto the different structural modules. The basic approach tak
en in ail these models is that messages traveling in the network can be modeled as tokens flowing
through the control graph, and data values flowing through dataset queues. The piacement of a token
on an arc signals the arrival of a message whose parameters ^ deflned in a dataset queue. Queue
length measurements are derived from the numbers of tokens accumulated on various arcs. Service times
are determined by data processors, based on the message parameters found in the dataset queues.
M3del of message generator
The message generator modeb the environment with which the network interacts, and b respon
sible for generating both data and dbplay request messages at specifled rates. The message generator b
abo responsible for uniformly dbtributing the messages among the nodes. These two processes can be
easily modeled using the GMB. Generation of data and dbplay request messages b modeled as two con
current nodes (NDATAO and NDISPLAYO) as shown in the figure 3a. The nodes are initially enabled by
tokens on arcs CALOOPDATA and CALOOPDISPLAY. The nodes are mapped to processors (PDA-
TAO and PDISPLAYO in figure 3b) whose interpretations specify delays which model message interar-
rival times. For example, when node NDATAO b activated, processor PDATAO b called upon to create a
message and to randomly select a delay. At the end of the delay, node NDATAO terminates and gen
erates tokens on arcs CADATA (modeling a message), and CALOOPDATA (re-enabling itself). Proces
sor PDATAO stores the parameters of the message (e.g. length) in dataset DATA_MESSAGE. Once
messages are generated they are passed on to a separate part of the model (nodes NDATAl and
NDISPLAYl) which b responsible for targeting the messages according to a specified dbtribution. The
OR (+) logic on the output of the nodes modeb the routing. The probability dbtributions are specified
in the interpretation of processors PDATAl and PDISPLAYl.
The only parameter in the model of the message generator b the dataset DSCOMPFACT which
modeb the data compression factor. The dataset can be altered during simulation.
Model of CP
The central processor receives data messages and dbplay requests and enqueues them for pro
cessing. Data messages are consumed with zero delay because no processing rate was specified for data
messages. Dbplay requests are transformed into dbplay output messages and sent back to the source.
The total processing time for the dbplay request b based on the sum of the lengths of the request and
the output. The length of the output dbplay message b exponentially dbtributed with a mean of 10,000
or 6,300 characters (based on the type of the request).
The model of the CP module (see figure 4) b based on a queue (control arc QUEUE and dataset
DSQUEUE) and a server (control node NSERVER and controlled processor PSERVER). The server b
responsible for.
caloopdata
caloopdisplay
ndataO
ndatal
cadata
ndbplayO
cadisplayV J
ndisplayl
Message_generator
ca3
ca6
ca7
^]»i7
ca8
ca9
Fi^re 3a. Control Graph of Message Generator
1. Determining the service time, given that the service rate is based on the type of the message.
2. Consuming data messages while sending dbplay messages back to the source (after some ap
propriate processing).
Since the CP produces messages it must also be able to model data compression. Thb b
achieved through a dataset (DSCOMPFACT) which can be altered at simulation time. The other
parameters of thb model are datasets DSRATEO and DSRATEl which model the processing rates (in
microseconds/char) of hardcopy dbplay requests and graphics dbplay requests respectively.
T noda and P nodes
T nodes and P-nodes behave similarly (see figures 5 and 6). Each receives from the environment
messages at a certain rate and places each message in an output channel. In both types of nodes data
messages are triplicated and sent to three destinations. Dbplay request messages are only sent to CP.
The only difference between T nodes and P nodes b that T nodes need not process incoming messages
(processor utilization measures are not required) while P nodes must enqueue and process incoming mes
sages. As a result, P nodes include an extra queue (arc CARECEIVE) and a server (node NSERVER)
for processing messages.
pdataO
da3
data_message pdatal
da6
dscompfact da7
pdisplayO
da8
display_message pdisplayl
da9
MessaKe_generator
Figure 3b. data Graph of Message Generator
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Figure 4. GMB Model of Central Processor
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Figure 5. GMB Model of T node
It should be noted that one T node behaves differently from all other T nodes. Node 7 is re
quired to alternate sending messages to P8 and P9. All other T nodes (and P nodes) always send mes
sages to the same destinations. Because of this difference, two models for a T-node are required: one
model for node 7 and another for all the other T-nodes. The difference between the two models is small
and is limited to the data graph and interpretation models.
The parameters of the T-node and P models are the destinations for data messages. These desti
nations are modeled as a three element array in dataset DSDESTINATIONS. P-node models also in
clude a parameter (dataset DSRATE) for the processing rate.
Modd of an S-node
Switching nodes are responsible for routing of messages through the network. Each S-node has
several incoming and outgoing channeb. Incoming messages from all channeb are enqueued for process
ing. The processing of a message consbts of determining the "next" destination of the message, and
transferring the message to the appropriate outgoing channel. Since routing tables are identical for all
switching nodes, we chose to model the routing information as an external function called from within
the model of each S-node. The routing table could have easily been included as a dataset in the model,
thereby allowing for the modification of the information it contains during simulation.
The model of an S-node (see figure 7) consbts of a queue (control arc QUEUE) and a
8erver(node NSERVER), with the server responsible for routing. The largest portion ofthe S-node model
deab with mapping the "next destination" to an outgoing channel.
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Figure 6. GMB Model of P node
The parameters of the S-node model are: dataset DSRATE which represents the processing rate
of the node; dataset DSCURRENTNODE which is the identity of the node itself; dataset DSROUTIN-
GINFO which is used to determine the mapping between destinations and outgoing channels.
nservey'^
nO
\ queue (
S
$outO
finl[]—$out
dscurrentnode
dsqueue
dsroutinginfo dsrate
S
Figure 7. GMB Model of Switch Node
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$outl
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$out3
Modd of a Channd
There are four types of full-duplex channels in the network being modeled: P-S channels, CP-S
channels, S-S channels and T-S channeb. All the channeb behave similarly and differ only in channel
transfer rate. A single model (see figure 8) b used to describe all channeb. The model has been
parameterized to handle the alteration of transfer rates at simulation time.
$inO(}- QOqueue
$out]
O
QOnserver
Qlcaout f \ QlqueueOQlnserver
Channel
QOcaout
$in
I$out( jQOdsqueue
I$inl
loutfr
Qldaout
QOpserver
Qdsrate
Qljiserver
Cnannel
Figure 8. GMB Model of Communication Channel
QOdaout j$outO
]Qldsqueue
»-{] linl
A full-duplex channel behaves similarly to two queue/server pairs, one for each direction of
transfer. The model of a channel includes two such pairs with one minor modification: The two servers
have the same transfer rate (modeled using dataset QDSRATE). Thb change b not necessary, but
makes the model more realbtic and easier to alter.
Results d the similatioD
The individual modeb described above were mapped onto individual structural modules using
the GMB Translator and the PLIP Processor. The individual GMB modeb were composed into a single
large model using the GMB Linker. The composed model was then used by the GMB Simulator to gen
erate simulation results.
The SARA simulator was directed to measure queue lengths, queueing delays, processor utiliza
tion and processor throughput for every node and channel in the network. The measurements were com
piled every 200 messages and a confidence level of 90% was required. The simulation had to be run for
1800 simulation seconds (approximately 3800 messages) in order to achieve the required confidence level
with reasonable accuracy of the measurements (variation of ± 7%).
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The SARA simulation results provided most of the required measurements: SARA provided pro
cessor utilization, throughput, queue length and queueing delay measures, but did hot provide transit
time measures. The confidence interval measures available from SARA *ere found to be very useful in
light of the fact that earlier simulations (in other languages) were run for only 300 simulation seconds
and 900 simulation seconds. The appendix of the paper shows an edited transcript of a SARA session.
Ekihanclngthe SARA modd
The simulation runs described in section 1 vary in three important aspects:
1. Network topology.
2. Use of data compression.
3. Channel capacities.
Only three topologies are required for the seven runs. Network topology is the most difficult as
pect of the SARA model to change because it requires changing the structural model completely. There
is no simple way to change the structural model, even if the model is highly repetitive. Topological
changes also require the following minor modifications to the behaviroal (GMB) modeb:
a. The message generator must be changed to dbtribute messages to more T-nodes.
b. Two more modeb of switches must be developed to model switches which have three or five
ports.
c. The function containing the routing table must be altered.
Changes in data compression can be dealt with at simulation time through the modification of
datasets in the modeb of the message generator and the CP model. Changes in channel capacities can
abo be dealt with at simulation time through changes to datasets in each channel module. The seven
simulation runs require three simulation modeb to be built (one for each topology). All remaining runs
require only minor, simulation-time, changes and require no re-compilation.
T^-anait Tbne Measures
Transit times (from source to destination) can be measured by altering the modeb of switches,
processors and the central processor. The selected problem requires that transit times for data messages
addressed to T-nodes be measured at the destination switch. Transit times for data messages must be
iiccumulated at the destination processor and central processor. Transit times for dbplay requests must
be measured at the originating switch. Such model-specific measures cannot be automatically supported
by any simulation system. SARA can support these measures if the following changes are made to the
modeb:
1. Switches must be modified to time-stjunp messages arriving from attached terminal clusters and
processors.
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2. Switches must be modified to record transit times for messages addressed to attached terminals.
3. The central processor must be modified to propagate time-stamps of dbplay requests onto the
display output messages. In this way, the transit-time for display requests, as measured at the
destination switch, will include the round-trip transit time.
4. The central processor must be modified to record transit times for incoming data messages.
5. Processors are expected to record transit times for all incoming messages.
6. Switches must be altered to record transit-times for display output messages addressed to at
tached processors.
The modifications above involve changes in the interpretation domain only (with only one minor
change to the datagraph of a switch). Time-stamping messages is easily accomplished by adding a node
at the input of each queue to read the simulation clock and record its value as part of the message.
Recording of transit-time statbtics requires some processing to be added to the server node in processors
and switches.
Partitioning of \fasage8
The GMB allows for modeling of message partitioning in a straightforward manner. Only the
behavioral modeb of terminal clusters and the central processor are affected. Partitioning can be accom-
plbhed by adding a loop in the interpretation of each terminal cluster and in the central processor. The
number of iterations in the loop determines the number of control tokens inserted in the control arc
queue and the number of data values written into the dataset queue.
One minor complication b introduced when transit time measures are combined with message
partitioning: Each message must be tagged to indicate whether it b a complete message or a message
partial. Thb can be accomplbhed easily by adding a one-bit fiag to the last block of each partitioned
message. Only the last block b time-stamped and used in transit-time measures.
Storage utilization
The problem required measurement of memory utilization within eeurh switch and processor. Ob
taining thb measure b very difficult in SARA (and was found to be difficult in earlier simulation efforts
as well). While the simulator can monitor items as they enter a queue (in thb case messages), it b not
possible to monitor attributes of those items. The desired measurement requires that the "available
storage" in each node be decremented by the length of the message when that message enters the queue,
and be incremented by the same amount when the message b removed from the queue. No mechanbms
exbt in SARA to perform such measurements short of modeling the detaib of each queue (resulting in an
increase in the size of the model by a factor of 3 to 4).
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4. EvaluAtioo d SARA
Below, SARA is evaluated according to three important criteria:
1. The technical expertise required to use the system. Issues of user-friendliness are also included in
in this discussion.
2. The ability of the system to accurately and easily model the class of computer systems of interest
(in this example, packet-switched long-haul computer networks).
3. The support provided to the user in collecting performance measures and in generating useful re
ports.
Required Expertise
SARA requires a good deal of programming expertise. With PL/I as the interpretation language
for the GMB, it is difficult to avoid programming. Because no graphics interface is currently available for
SARA, model construction is time consuming. It should be noted, however, that once the basic building
blocks of the model were constructed, the task of assembling and executing a model in SARA became
considerably easier.
SARA is interactive in nature and attempts to be user-friendly. SARA attributes most of its
user-friendliness to integral help facilities [FenR 80] which provide uniform on-line access to all user
manuab. SARA's innovative help system and its flexible I/O interface b a major benefit. SARA does,
however, suffer greatly from the absence of a graphics interface. Structural modeb, in particular, are
very lengthy and could be made considerably simpler with a graphics I/O package. The descriptions of
behavioral modeb, while not excessively bulky, could be simplified through the use of graphical inter
faces. The advantage of the textual descriptions in SARA b that they permit the use of "dumb" termi-
nab over ARPANET, a major goal in the original design.
Mxlellng Power
The computer network being modeled can be easily represented as a network of queues. Such
problems map easily to the GMB and can be modeled very concisely f. Thb b the direct result of recent
extensions to SARA by M. Vernon and E. e Silva [VerM 83a|. Control arcs and nodes have been extend
ed to model queues and servers in a very natural way. For thb reason the GMB was found to be ideally
suited for thb application.
The structural model in SARA (SL/l) provides a good mechanbm for partitioning the problem.
Mapping of behavioral modeb to structural modules b easy, and supports the concept of "Building Block
Modeb". However, as currently implemented, the system requires compilation of several copies of a
behavioral model if it b mapped to several structures.
The reader should note that the largest model presented above contains only four control nodes.
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The major difficulty in using SARA lies in the fact that the models (structural and behavioral)
are static, i.e. their topology remains constant. As a result, structural changes to the system being
modeled are sometimes difficult to handle. For example, a small change in the network topology mani
fests itself as a major change to the structural model. Simple structural changes to individual modules
(e.g. increasing the number of channels connected to a switch) require significant changes to the control
graph, data graph and interpretation. However, non-structural changes (such as changing the transmis
sion rate) to the model are handled elegantly in SARA. Simulation-time commands allow the user to
modify such parameters, even in the middle of a simulation experiment.
SARA also places emphasis on a clean separation between the system being modeled and the en
vironment with which it interacts. SARA uses the same primitives to model both the system and the en
vironment, but insists on a structural partitioning which clearly separates the two. The main
justification for using the same primitives to model the system and its environment, is the desirability of
taking a model of the environment to implementation. This would permit a "test environment" to be
implemented and used to determine whether the implementation of a system b consbtent with its model
[RVE 79].
\feasurement and Report Cieneration Gapabllitieg
SARA provides capabilities to capture most of the required measures. The SARA simulation en
vironment has been recently altered to provide a great deal of assbtance in performing queueing meas
urements. SARA provides most of the classical queueing measures such as queue length, queueing time,
utilization and throughput. Model-specific measures are not provided by the system, but can often be
added to the interpretation model. In some cases (e.g. storage utilization measure) extensive changes to
the model are required to obtain desired measures.
A useful feature of the SARA simulator b the automatic calculation of confidence intervab.
These measures are valuable in determining the accuracy of the simulation results. SARA's greatest
deficiency in this area is its inability to present graphical plotting of measurement results. The ability to
plot results during and following a simulation experiment, can be extremely valuable.
CONCLUSION
A network simulation study was used to evaluate the SARA simulation system. SARA was
found to be well suited for modeling computer networks. Its' strengths are in a uniform and thorough
help system, in a clean separation of structure from behavior and in its simulation and measurement fa
cilities. SARA's greatest weaknesses were found to be its use of text, rather than graphics, for model con
struction and for dbplaying results. In the area of queueing measurement gathering, some more sophbti-
cated measurement mechanbms were found to be needed.
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APPENDIX
Transcript of Simulation
The following b an edited transcript of a SARA session. The transcript shows portions of SL/l,
and GMB modeb (particularly of a channel module). The transcript also shows sample output from the
simulator
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ec >iKld>SARA>SARA_n«Uni>ec>Mrm
SARA S«l«ctor Febrnixj 9, 19S0
New or iBodiSed newi:
No newi ehanfei
Anto itATt in profreii
> I* Spediy • workinglibrmiy */
> Adibmry netaim
Working libr&ry now > n>er_dir_dir> Hnghes> Razonk>
SARAJibrar;> netaim
> /* Entar the SL-l detcription of the networfc */
> esii 15
SARA.Strnctnre
SLl TrnntlUor September 21, 1980
>&inpiit ctneS.sil
Inpnt from lonrce > nger_dir_dlr> Hnghe9> Rezoak>
SARAJibrtry> netsim> ctseS.sIl itarted
universe ( environment, system )
universe ( iS : system - environment,
i( : system - environment,
17 ; system - environment,
is ; system - environment,
19 : system - environment )
environment ( mes9zge_generntor )
environment ( iS : messnge_generntor ^ tiS,
i( ; mess&ge_generztor - liS,
17 : mess»ge_generitor -117,
is : me9sige_generator - tiS,
19 : message_generntor - $19 )
> /* Store the model */
> SstoK ciaeS
model stored nnder "caseS".
>6end
End of SLl Translator
SARA
> /* Nowwe can enter the GMB model for each module */
>@beh
SARA.Behavior
> 6gnd>
SARA.B ehavi or.GMB
> Otranai 15
SARA.Behavior.GMB.Translator
GMB Translator Jane 20, 19S2
> 61oad_fll.model eaaeS
model loaded from "caseS"
creation date: 821228
•
•
> Ssyatem T.^
>gdnp(it channel.gmb
tnpnt from source > user_dir_dir> Haghes> Razouk>
SARAJibrary> netsim> channei.gmb started
@control^aph
Snodes QOnserver
@arc8 QOqneue, QOcaout
QOnserver ( QOqueue : QOcaout)
QOqueue (tinO : )
QOcaout ( : toutO )'
Send
@data.grapk
@eontrolled.processors QOpserver(QOnserver)
Qarcs QOdain,
QOdaqo, QOdaout, QOdarate
Odatasets ]QOdsquene, Qdsrate
QOdain ( tinO : QOdsqnene )
QOdaqo ( QOdsqnene : QOpserver )
QOdaout ( QOpserver ; loutO )
QOdarate ( Qdsrate : QOpserver )
@end
' •
>6(»d8y>
model stored under model name TJS8
model stored under "caseS".
•
> /* We can now esdt the CEMB trandator and
> /* prepare to eomgxMe the indlvidnal models into
> /* one single large model
>6aMl
percentage of gmbplx tables used « 1.0%
End of GMB Translator
SARA.Behavior.GMB
> 6linker caseS 15
SARA.Behavior.GMB.Linker
GMB Linker November 27, 1979
model loaded from 'caseS"
creation date: 821228
Current SLl model: caseS
•
•
>Qcoiig)Qae universe
universe successfully linked
> &tore.dl caseS
model stored under 'caseS'.
Current SLl model: caseS
> @Btore.gmb caseS
Current GMB model: caseS
>@eiid
End of GMB Linker
SARA.Behavior.GMB
> /* We can now nse the FUP psxscessor io
> /* provide interpretation for the GMB models
> @plip caseS 15 -x
SARA.Behavior.GMB.PLlP
GMB PLl Preprocessor February 21, 1980
model loaded from 'caseS"
creation date: 821228
Cnrrent model: caseS
> System T_S5
Cnrrent SLl system: nniverse.system.T.S8
>&inpiit channd.plip
Input from source > aser_dir_dir> Hagkes> Razoak>
SARAJibrary> Betsim> channel.piip started
©template (QOdain, QOdaqo, QOdaout, Qldain, Qldaqo,
Qldaout)
1 queue,
2 source Sxed bin(15),
2 destination fixed bin(15],
2 type fixed bin(15),
2 length float bin(53);
IC
Otemplktc (QOdt»te, Qldftrxte)
r»U float bin(63);
Qprocetior QOpitrver;
Oread rate Ofrom QOdarate;
Oread job Qfrom QOdaqo;
Qdelajr •• (job.lenftb*8) / rate Oiec;
Owrite job Oto QOdaont;
Oendproceiior;
Qproceiior Qlpaerver;
Oread rate Ofrom Qldarate;
Oread job Ofrom Qldaqo;
©delay ~ (job.length's) / rate ©see;
©write job Oto Qldaoat;
Oendproceiior;
> Odataaet Qdante Olike rmte Oiiiit (0600*12);
. •
> Ortore
*" 0 errori
"• 0 warnings
Do yon want to compile the PLIP oatput?>yei
PL/I compilation in progress
PL/I 27d
Carrent modei; case3
> Oend
End of GMB PLl Preprocessor
SARA.Behavior.GMB
> /' We can now nm the simolatioB */
> Osim cxseS 16
SARA.Behavior.GMB.Simulator
GMB Simulator August 19, 1982
Time scale not specified. Default time scale used
model loaded from "caseS"
creation date; 821228
Warning: the mapping between control_nodes and processors
is incomplete. Dummy processors with unit delays will be
used as needed. The cumulative delay time for the simulation
may be misleading.
>
> /' Ask for qoeneing measnres to be accnimlated */
> @calcaiate_queoein£_rDeasiiies S3/qaeae:S9/nserver
> ©ctpn S6/qneQe:S6/nserver
> ©cqm S7/qnene:S7/nscrver
> ©cqm S3_S7/Q0quene;S3_S7/Q0iiserver
> ©cqm SS_S7/Qlqnene:SS_S7/Qlnserver
> ©cqm S6j57/Q0qneiie:S6_S7/Q0naerver
> ©cqm S6_S7/Qlqneue:S6_S7/Qliiserver
> ©cqm CP_S/Q0qaene:CPj5/(]0ii8erver
> ©cqm GP_S/Qlqnene:CPlS/Qlnserver
> ©cqm PB^/Q0qiwiie:PB_S/Q0ii8crver
> ©cqm PB_S/Qlqueae:PB_S/QliiseTver
> ©cqm PB_S/QOqneiie:P9_S/QOnsaver
> ©cqm PD_S/Qlqiieae:PB_S/Qlnserver
> ©cqmPB/c*reeeive:P8/iiserver
> ©cqmP9/careceive:PB/nserver
> ©cqm CP/qiieiie:GP/iiBerver
> ©Kt.qmeaaiirejBterva) 200:1 2 S 4 6 6 7 8 6 10 11 12 IS
14 16 16
> /* aet a breakpoint to ofaeerve the rimnlation */
> @bf«ak_tiinejBt 300 sec
> ©Bet_defaalt_time_aBit sec
>©rtait
break_timejnt breakpoint
time B 1800.000000000 sec
> ©display_nvx_(pnensiirei * /* display all performance
measnres */
Q.N. S. Utilization Throughput Q. Length Q. Wait Q.
1
1 7.60e-002 1.02e-009 3.S5e-002 2.2ee+007 1
± 1.02e-002 e.94e-011 8.09e-OOS 6.SOe+00« ±
2 '
1 «.01e-002 9.7ee-010 2.«7e-002 2.«9e+007 1
± 1.02e-002 «.7ee-011 7.78e-00S 7.91e+006 ±
3
1 1.74e-001 1.89e-009 1.36e-001 7.21e+007 1
± 1.3ee-002 8.41e-011 S.OOe-003 1.34e-H)07 ±
4
1 7.30e-002 S.77e-010 8.91e-003 1.74e+007 1
± 1.02e-002 2.47e-011 2.09e-003 4.87e+00e ±
6
1 5.92e-001 2.79e-010 1.72e-|-000 5.93e+009 1
± 8.76e-002 2.81e-011 1.09e+000 3.«3e+009 ±
«
1 «.91e-002 3.68e^010 7.8Se-003 2.17e+007 1
± e.42e-003 2.80e-011 2.92e-003 7.80e+00e ±
7
1 5.41e-001 2.e3e-010 8.87e-001 3.15e+009 1
± 8.28e-002 2.24e-011 3.98e-001 1.20e+009 ±
8
1 «.34e-002 6.42e-010 1.13e-002 2.02e+007 1
± 5.4Se-003 3.02e-011 3.77e-003 6.08e+006 ±
9
1 8.35e-003 1.04e-009 e.74e-004 6.63e+005 1
± «.82e-004 4.e2e-011 l.««e-004 l.«7e+005 ±
10
1 1.61e-002 8.47e-01i 1.25e-002 1.24e+008 1
± «.B6e-003 1.72e-011 «.S3e-003 6.91e+007 ±
11
1 2.37e-001 2.97e-010 3.09e-001 9.83e+008 1
± &.29e-002 2.2ee-011 l.S«e-001 4.94e-|-008 ±
12
1 1.74e-002 9.47e-0H 1.30e-002 1.27e+008 1
± 4.7«e-003 l.e2e-011 4.22e-003 4.28e+007 ±
13
1 2.37e-001 2.97e-010 2.58e-001 8.15e+008 1
± 4.eie-002 2.57e-011 1.25e-0Dl 3.84e+008 ±
14
1 7.S7e-003 2.97e-010 1.42e-004 4.71e+00S 1
± 9.45e-004 2.2ee-011 1.47e-004 4.S7e+005 ±
15
1 7.39e-003 2.g7e-010 2.72e-004 9.42e+005 1
± 6.42e-004 2.57e-011 1.66e-004 «.05e+005 ±
1 2.47e-001 1.04e-009 2.55e-001 2.48e+008 1
± 2.23e-002 4.52e-011 8.01e-002 8.23e+007 ±
>©end
End of GMB Simulator
SARA.Behavior.GMB
> ©qnit
End of SARA Selector
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